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WX10

The powerful WX10 is an economical 1" volume pump with a 36m head
that delivers a maximum of 140 litres per minute.
INTRODUCTION
LIGHTWEIGHT & POWERFUL
A portable and versatile pump, the WX10 is able to handle large volumes of clean water, making it ideal for irrigation, drainage, general purpose
cleaning and many other applications.
It's powered by Honda's Generation II mini 4-Stroke GX25 engine, a leader of its class and the same engine that powers many of Honda's handheld
products.
Featuring an economical 1" volume pump, a maximum suction head of 8m and a total head of 36m, it delivers up to 140 litres of water per minute.

EASY & FRIENDLY
Like most Honda Power Equipment products, the WX10 starts first time, every time with Honda's famous one pull easy start system.
Being powered by a long-lasting, efficient Honda engine, you'll never have to mix oil and petrol again.
That makes the WX10 an environmentally-friendly Volume Pump with low emissions, less noise than the competition and low fuel consumption.

HONDA PUMP RANGE
Honda Water Pumps offer a level of uncompromising performance to a wide variety of water transfer applications.
Designed for easy starting, priming and dependable service, used throughout the world for over 20 years, Honda water pumps have earned a
reputation for unsurpassed reliability and performance.
These pumps are known for their durable construction, quality engines and easy portability; features that apply to all categories of Honda pumps.

WARRANTY
All Honda pumps come with an impressive 4 Year Domestic Warranty and 1 Year Commercial Warranty, giving you added peace of mind.

When combined with a network of over 400 authorised independent dealers around Australia, you've got some serious back-up with a Honda pump.
There's no question; if you're after a quality investment that won't let you down, the Honda WX10 is just the pump for you.

SPECS
SPECIFICATIONS
ENGINE

GX25

DISPLACEMENT (CC)

25cc

FUEL TYPE

Unleaded

FUEL TANK CAPACITY

0.55 litres

FUEL CONSUMPTION

0.54 l/hr

TOTAL HEAD

36m

SUCTION HEAD

8m

MAXIMUM PUMPING
CAPACITY

140 litres

SUCTION PORT DIAMETER

25mm

DISCHARGE PORT
DIAMETER

25mm

MAXIMUM PUMPING
CAPACITY

140 l/min

SELF PRIMING TIME (AT 5M) 80 sec at 5m

PUMP TYPE

Centrifugal volume pump

OIL ALERT

No

DIMENSIONS

325 x 220 x 300

DRY WEIGHT (KG)

6.1

MOUNTING TYPE

No

HOSE BAND/STAINER

Yes

PRICE

$699

'1710b192-110f-42b4-8b23-d73522a40624'
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